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Name of the Student

365 responses

Sandhya Yashwant Pakhare

Dikxita Shridhar Dhande

Chaitali Gajanan Rande

Dipali Radheshyam Kokilwar

AKASH GAJANAN PAWAR

Sakshi Rajesh Bansod

Prajakta Dilip Kalamkar

Bhagyashri suresh tayde

Rushikesh Siddharth ingle

Nikita Anil Mahulkar

Pragati Arun Wankhade

Ashwini purushottam Thakare

Ku. Kiran Gajanan Bharasakle

Pranali Arun Ghadekar

Manisha sheshrao sardar

Nikita Satish Kothe

Minal rameshrav mahulkar

Vaishnavi Sanjay Aswar

Samiksha Rajesh Ambore

Janhavi dipak nisang

Megha Rajendra Datir

Vaishnavi Anil Yeole

Pallavi Arun gawai



Krutika kailash Dudharkar

Amar Manoharrao aswar

Rutuja Dattatrey Dhepe

Sakahi vilas wankhade

Aditya Gajanan Sherkar

Shravani sudhir tayade

Achal Rajendra Patil

Vaishnavi Dilip Rekhate

Vaishnavi shyam kshirsagar

Vedika Dilip Tayade

Arpita gajanan umak

sanjit gajanan nage

Gauri patil

Shruti Sunil borekar

Sakshi Vijay Deshmukh

Payal Suresh There

Vaishnavi Vijay Pendokhare

Gayatri Sanjay Tathe

Rakhi Anil Moyatkar

Neha Sunil Sonparote

Neha Santosh gaur

Manshri Anant Tale

Raman Arun Aade

Payal Devidas Shewane

Hruchika Anil Nimkale



Dhiraj Ganesh warghat

Bharti Dipak Shendokar l

Vaishnavi Vishnudas Raut

Darshana ravindra jumale

Ku Gayatri Digambar Ghorad

Neha manohar tayade

Shruti Rajendra Umbarkar

Anjali Avinash Lawhale

Ku. Samiksha Sudhir Kale

Diksha Sunil Tayad

Anisha Sanjay Vanjari

Gauri Gajanan Mokalkar

Madiha Fatema Mohd Irfanuddin q

Pallavi Anil Mahore

Netal Kishor Chandurkar

Gaurav Gopalrao Hend

Rutika Gajanan Age

Arpita Gajanan kaple

Abhishek anil raut

Ku. Prachi gajanan bale

Priti nandkishor kalpande

Vaishnavi Dineshrao Kadu

Radhika Pramod Ghadekar

Vanmala Santosh harsule

Tejal Jagdish Raut



Sahil Shah Zameer Shah

Ganesh Ramekar

Anurag Narendra Baitule

Rutika Sanjay Belsare

Aditya Jayant Sontakke

Rushikesh Pramod shejav

Snehit Surendra Rase

Dhammanand Ramesh Abhyankar

Shyam Ravindra Rekhate

Namrata Anil Gethe

Shreya Ashok aswar

Shrejal Pramod Datey

Gayatri shrikrushna kalpande

Vaishnavi Gajanan Ingle

Unnati Ravindara Gite

Priya Wasudevrao Badan

Om Pramod Khode

Alqauama Baig Mirza Afsar Baig

Abhishek Gangadhar Masodkar

Pranav Rajesh Nipane

Pranjali Ravindra Hore

Vaishnavi ganeshrao gaware

Mayuri Patond

Bhavana Sudhakar Satpute

Nikita gopalrao tayade



Harshal shrikrushna Patil

Gauritai Shrikrushna Dhumale

265 more responses are hidden

AGE
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Gender
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What degree program are you pursuing now?
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Copy

18
19 year

20 Age
20 years

21 age
21 years

22
23

24 year
27

Yes
0

50

100

150

12 (3.3%)12 (3.3%)12 (3.3%)

84 (23%)84 (23%)84 (23%)

1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)

143 (39.2%)143 (39.2%)143 (39.2%)

1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)3 (0.8%)3 (0.8%)3 (0.8%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)

63 (17.3%)63 (17.3%)63 (17.3%)

1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)2 (0.5%)2 (0.5%)2 (0.5%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)2 (0.5%)2 (0.5%)2 (0.5%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)
18 (4.9%)18 (4.9%)18 (4.9%)

1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)
10 (2.7%)10 (2.7%)10 (2.7%)

1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)3 (0.8%)3 (0.8%)3 (0.8%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)2 (0.5%)2 (0.5%)2 (0.5%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)2 (0.5%)2 (0.5%)2 (0.5%)1 (0.3%1 (0.3%1 (0.3%

Copy

Female
Male
Transgender25.5%

74.5%

Copy

Bachelor's (UG)
Master’s ( PG)
M. Phil
Doctorate

6%

93.2%



What subject area are you currently pursuing?( Faculty )
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How much of the syllabus was covered in the class ?
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How well did the teacher prepare for the class ?

365 responses

Copy

Arts
Commerce
Science
Professional

41.4%

23.6%

34.8%

Copy

85 to 100%
70 to 84%
55 to 69%
30 to 54%
0-Below 30%

9.9%

33.2%

53.2%

Copy

Thoroughly
Satisfactorily
Poorly
Indifferently
Won’t teach at all

53.2%

35.9%



How well were the teachers able to communicate
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The teacher’s approach to teaching can best be described as

365 responses

Fairness of the internal evaluation process by the teachers
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Copy

Always effective
Sometimes effective
Just satisfactorily
Generally ineffective
Very poor communication

17.3%

66.8%

Copy

Excellent
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor

18.4%
27.9%

51.2%

Copy

Always fair
Usually fair
Sometime unfair
Usually unfair
Unfair

24.4%

63.6%



Was your performance in assignments discussed with you?
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The institute takes active interest in promoting internship, student
exchange, field visit opportunities for students.

365 responses

The teaching and mentoring process in your institution facilitates you in
cognitive, social and emotional growth.
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Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
Never

9.3%

22.5%

63%

Copy

Regularly
Often
Sometimes
Rarely
Never

20.8%11.5%

59.7%

Copy

Significantly
Very well
Moderately
Marginally
Not at all

9.3%
52.3%

31.8%



The institution provides multiple opportunities to learn and grow.
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Teachers inform you about your expected competencies, course
outcomes and programme outcomes.
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Your mentor does a necessary follow-up with an assigned task to you.
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Copy

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

9.9%44.9%

38.9%

Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
Never

11.8%

23%

60.8%

Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
I don’t have a mentor

12.3%
26.8%

54.8%



The teachers illustrate the concepts through examples and applications.
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The teachers identify your strengths and encourage you with providing
right level of challenges.
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Teachers are able to identify your weaknesses and help you to overcome
them.
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Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
Never

8.5%

23%

65.2%

Copy

Fully
Reasonably
Partially
Slightly
Unable to

26.3%

57.5%

Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
Never

21.1%

59.7%



The institution makes effort to engage students in the monitoring, review
and continuous quality improvement of the teaching learning process.
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The institute/ teachers use student centric methods, such as experiential
learning, participative learning and problem solving methodologies for
enhancing learning experiences
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Teachers encourage you to participate in extracurricular activities.

365 responses

Copy

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

9.9%46.3%

37.8%

Copy

To a great extent
Moderate
Some what
Very little
Not at all

31%

53.2%

Copy

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

40.8%

44.9%



Efforts are made by the institute/ teachers to inculcate soft skills, life
skills and employability skills to make you ready for the world of work.
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What percentage of teachers use ICT tools such as LCD projector,
Multimedia, etc. while teaching.
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The overall quality of teaching-learning process in your institute is very
good.

365 responses

Copy

To a great extent
Moderate
Some what
Very little
Not at all

6%

32.3%

51%

Copy

Above 90%
70 – 89%
50 – 69%
30 – 49%
Below 29%

11%

15.3%

38.4%

28.5%

Copy

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

11.2%
38.1%

45.5%



Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching – learning
experience in our institution.

222 responses

Nothing

No

Good

Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well. ... 2) Try to reach every student
and ask for their doubts. ... 3) Make teaching a two way interaction.

Yes

Excellent

Very good

Good teaching

Excellent experience

Best

Excellent

No suggestions

Nothing

Very well

Best teaching in our institution of commerce faculty

Good learning

1) Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well. 2) Try to reach every student
and ask for their doubts. 3) Make teaching a two way interaction.

No objection

Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well

Give a chance a any program celebration and program attend the students in instituteinon

Very good, experience thought, Active



Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well, Try to reach every student and
ask for their doubts, Make teaching a two way interaction

Very nice

It is Very Gret Institution For Teachina , And Learning Are Overall For Studants Are Every Time
Larne and Teaching

It is very garet institution for student evrytime learning and teaching

Great

No have suggestions

Sorry for that but teacher's teaching is not sufficient for students we are not satisfying her
teaching that is reason I bunk my lecher.

1) All the teachers of college must be teach the related subject thoroughly with deep
explanation. 2)All teacher must be help to the student in every subject related problems. 3)All
teachers must be try to teach in interesting way .

It is very great institution for every time student learning and teaching

Good teaching

Please provide E learning method, change teaching way like a friend, take tests after complete
t lesson

Teaching is very well

Good facilities

Best

All good

To increase teaching speed, teach with innovative examples, try to compete whole syllabus in
semester

Good

Eat is very great institution for every time student learning and teaching

Teaching is Very good and intresting

Ab me kya hi batau mere to hath kaap rahe hai

No

N



Increase friendly environment in classroom, make education tour

1. Library must have all the books within the syllabus of students. 2. Teachers should be
cooperative with students 3. All the lectures should be taken regularly

Useful....good teaching...

1) Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well. ... 2) Try to reach every
student and ask for their doubts. ... 3) Make teaching a two way interaction.

Very good learning

1. Have practical approach towards learning. 2. Sometimes teachers and students have
humorous in lectures not that just serious. 3. And syllabus completion with proper guidance.

good

Nice

For my experience learning and teaching experience in our institute is good.so, nothing
suggestions.

Maje teacher good aahet mla pratek gosth samjun sagtat aani nehmii maji help krta mla
samjun sagtat

Ask questions to students during teaching

1) Regular Teaching.

Ragular teaching

Reguler teaching

I got this teaching staff on sarda college , i seen best teachers ever .

1.Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well 2.Try to reach every student
and ask for their doubts 3.Make teaching a two ways interaction

Good teaching is to be improve

Overall Teaching is best

Nothing about teaching...just want some extra caricular activities in college

No suggestion

good teaching

Regular Teaching



Be equal with every student, during teaching only English language should be used ,

Very well...

Best performance

Good Teachers, Good Teaching, Very good College

The overall quality of teaching and extracurricular activities is excellent.

excellent

excellent

1. No suggestions

Good teaching skill

Good teaching skill

Teaching some lecture regularly, teaching very fast

१) Excellent २) Good Habit teaching ३) nature, speaking very excellent

Conceptual learning is important.overall teaching is good.

Teaching Regularly

Best'teaching and classes every time

Give opportunity to express our own thouts

Best teaching our teacher

This is vry good teachers in institute

Comunication, future gaidancee

They can teach students in various form

Done

Amazing

1)Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well. ... 2) Try to reach every
student and ask for their doubts. ... 3) Make teaching a two way interaction.

Create a welcoming environment and Conclusion



Best experience

Aur teaching staff and all the supporting staff is very friendly and very good in nature they
cover aur syllabus in very short time they always motivate us to focus on study

Good teaching and Good help and Good explaned information

Very good

1) Digital classroom should be in science department. (2) There some things should be
available when teachers teach we some practically.

Everything is well and good

1) sab se paile to regular lecture hone chahiye

1)Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts , 2)Make teaching a two way interaction ,
3)discussions

Very good teaching

It is the very best teacher and very interesting llekchrs for th

1)Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well.2)Try to ich every students
and asfor their doubts.3) Make teaching a two way interaction.
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